
Fossil Forensics Teacher’s Guide Assessment 2  

1 Pteroborus and Scuttulus fossils have six similar
attributes. Pteroborus is dated 5 million years old 
and Scuttulus is dated 100 million years old. Which 
conclusion is best supported by this information?

A. Pteroborus and Scuttulus lived in the exact
same environments.

B. Pteroborus and Scuttulus lived in much
different environments.

C. Scuttulus evolved from Pteroborus.

D. Pteroborus evolved from Scuttulus.

2 A game player tries to make an evolutionary
claim, but the claim is rejected. What is the 
most likely explanation?

A. The fossils were from different
environments.

B. The fossils had only one difference.

C. The fossils were from different time
periods.

D. The fossils had only two similarities.

3 Which of the following can never be studied through
direct observation of the fossils in Fossil Forensics?

A. number of enemies

B. ambulatory method

C. type of body coat

D. limb structure

4 A game player makes two similarity connections, 
one difference connection, and an evolutionary 
claim. How many points did the player earn?

A. 3

B. 5

C. 7

D. 10

5 The diagram shows the fossils Scuttulus
and Scootalamus Cutie. How many similarity 
connections could you make with these fossils? 

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

6 A dinosaur footprint is an example of which
type of fossil?

A. mold

B. carbon film

C. trace fossil

D. petrified fossil

Name ______________________________ Date_____________      Class_______________

Directions: Read the questions below. Circle the letter next to the correct answer. 
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7 List the five main types of fossils and briefly describe how each type is formed.

8 Some students are playing Fossil Forensics. They discover that two fossils have three similarities, two
differences, and lived millions of years apart. Should the students make an evolutionary claim about these 
fossils? Explain your answer.  

9 What is the primary purpose of a cladogram?

10 For each animal listed below, name an adaptation that helps it survive and explain how the adaptation helps.

bat 

rabbit 

polar bear

11 Erosion is a process by which rocks and sediment are picked up by water or wind and carried to a new
location. Are fossils likely to form in areas that experience a lot of erosion on a daily basis? Explain your answer. 

Directions: Write your answer in the space provided.  




